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TLS Session Resumption

Pre-shared keys (PSKs) → Long-term key

- Pre-shared keys (PSKs) are used for initial encryption of data exchanged between entities.
- The long-term key is generated from a pre-shared secret and used for encrypting the initial PSKs.

This diagram illustrates the process of using pre-shared keys for session resumption in TLS, ensuring secure communication even after a session is interrupted.
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### File Encryption
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- Including deleted
- Mitigation: periodic **key rotation**
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  - re-encryption overhead  
  - coarse-grained & delayed
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  - Mitigation: periodic key rotation
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### TLS Session Resumption
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File Encryption

- All files decryptable
- Including deleted
- Mitigation: periodic key rotation
- Drawbacks: re-encryption overhead, coarse-grained & delayed

TLS Session Resumption

- PSKs of past sessions compromised
- Violates forward security
- Key rotation not possible
- Tailored solution [AviramGellertJager19]: puncture long-term key

Common properties:

- Key hierarchy
- Benefit from forward security
- Key rotation not ideal

Puncturing ❤️ key wrapping = true?
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**File Encryption**
- Key Encryption Key (KEK)
  - KEK
  - DEKs
  - Files
  - All files decryptable
  - Including deleted files
  - Mitigation: periodic key rotation
  - Drawbacks: re-encryption overhead
  - coarse-grained & delayed

**TLS Session Resumption**
- Pre-shared keys
- Long-term key
- PSKs of past sessions compromised
- Violates forward security
- Key rotation not possible
- Tailored solution [AviramGellertJager19]: puncture long-term key

**Drawbacks:**
- re-encryption overhead
- coarse-grained & delayed
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- Fine-grained forward security
- No re-wrapping or key rotation
- Generic
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Syntax & Security

Context $H, k$ → Wrapping key → $\text{Wrap}$
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\[ H, \quad \text{Wrap} \quad \text{Wrapping key} \quad H \]

\[ H, \quad \text{Unwrap} \quad H \]
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\[ T, H, \xrightarrow{\text{Wrap}} T.H \]  
\[ T, H, \xrightarrow{\text{Unwrap}} \]

Wrapping key

Context

Puncturing tag
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Syntax & Security

- **Puncturing tag**: $T, H,$
- **Context**: Wrapping key
- **Unwrap**: $T, H,$
- **Wrap**: $T, H,$
- **Wrapping key**
- **Unwrap**: $T, H,$
- **Punc**: $T$
- **Unwrap**: $\{T\}$
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Wrap

Unwrap

Puncturing tag

Wrapping key

Context

Wrap $T, H, \rightarrow \text{Wrap} \rightarrow T, H$

Unwrap $T, H, \rightarrow \text{Unwrap} \rightarrow$

Punc $T \rightarrow \text{Punc} \rightarrow \{T\}$

Unwrap $T, H, \rightarrow \text{Unwrap} \rightarrow \text{Fail}$
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Syntax & Security

Confidentiality: ind$
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Syntax & Security

- **Wrapping key**
- **Confidentiality:** ind$ $T, H$
- **Integrity:** $T, H$

**Puncturing tag**

**Wrap**

$T, H,$

**Context**

**Unwrap**

$T, H,$

Confidentiality: $T, H$

Integrity: $T, H$

Fail

if not honest

**Punc**

$T$

**Unwrap**

$T, H,$

Confidentiality: $T, H$

Integrity: $T, H$

Fail

if not honest

$T$

Fail
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Syntax & Security

Confidentiality: $\text{ind}$

Forward security:

Integrity: $\text{Fail}$ if not honest

Wrapping key

Puncturing tag

Context

Wrap

Unwrap

Punc

T, H, $T, H$

T, H, $T, H$

T

$\{T\}$
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Syntax & Security

Confidentiality: \( \text{ind} \)$

Forward security:

Integrity:

See paper for different flavours of security
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Instantiation

- Puncturing tag = PRF label
- Context = AD
- Wrapping key = PRF key

Wrap:
- $H,$
- $T$

Unwrap:
- $T$

PRF

AEAD.Enc

$T,H$
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Instantiation

Wrap

\[ \text{Wrap} : H, \ AD \rightarrow \text{PRF} \rightarrow \text{AEAD.Enc} \rightarrow T, H \]

Unwrap

\[ \text{Unwrap} : H, T \rightarrow \text{PRF} \rightarrow \text{AEAD.Dec} \rightarrow T, H \]

Wrapping key = PRF key

Puncturing tag = PRF label

Context = AD
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Wrap
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PPRF

Wrapping key = PRF key
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PRF

PRF

Puncturing tag = PRF label

T

H,

T, H

H,
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T
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Instantiation

- Wrapping key = PRF key
- Puncturing tag = PRF label
- Context = AD

Wrap

\[ \text{Wrap} : H, \text{Context} = \text{AD} \rightarrow \text{AEAD.Enc} \]

Unwrap

\[ \text{Unwrap} : H, \text{Context} = \text{AD} \rightarrow \text{AEAD.Dec} \]

Punc

\[ \text{Punc} : T, \text{PRF.Punc} \rightarrow \text{PRF} \]
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Instantiation

Wrap

Puncturing tag = PRF label

Context = AD

Wrapping key = PRF key

Unwrap

PPRF

T

H,

AEAD.Enc

T, H

AEAD.Dec

H,

T, H

PRF

Puncturing tag = PRF label

PPRF.Punc

T

\{ T \}
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Instantiation

Wrap

Context = AD

Wrapping key = PRF key

Puncturing tag = PRF label

Unwrap

{\(T\)}

PPRF

AEAD.Enc

T

T, H

AEAD.Dec

H, T, H

PPRF.Punc

T

PPRF
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Instantiation

Wrap:
- Context = AD
- Wrapping key = PRF key
- Puncturing tag = PRF label

Unwrap:
- Context = AD
- Fail

PPRF

H, T

H, T

{\{T\}}

PPRF.Punc

T
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Instantiation

Wrap

Context = AD

Wrapping key = PRF key

Puncturing tag = PRF label

Unwrap

{\( T \)}

Fail

PPRF

\( H, T, H \)

AEAD.Enc

PPRF.Punc

\( T \)

AEAD.Dec

\( H, T, H \)

PPRF

Fail

\( H, \)}
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**Instantiation**

Wrap

- Puncturing tag = PRF label
- Context = AD

Wrap

- Wrapping key = PRF key

Unwrap

- Result:

Fail
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Instantiation

Wrap

Wrapping key = PRF key

Puncturing tag = PRF label

Context = AD

Unwrap

Result:

- Efficient construction
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Result:
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Instantiation

- Wrapping key = PRF key
- Wrapping tag = PRF label
- Context = AD

Wrap:
- $H, T \rightarrow \text{AEAD.Enc}$
- $T, H \rightarrow \text{PRF}$
- $T \rightarrow \text{PRF.Punc}$

Unwrap:
- $H, T \rightarrow \text{AEAD.Dec}$
- $T \rightarrow \text{PRF}$
- $\{T\} \rightarrow \text{Fail}$

Result:
- Efficient construction
- Confidentiality & integrity from AEAD
- Forward security from PPRF
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Diagram:
- Wrapping key
- Context
- Puncturing tag
- Wrapped key
- Unwrapped key
- Punctured key
- Wrapped key
- Unwrapped key
- Punctured key
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Application: Cloud Storage

Wrap

Unwrap

Punc

{T}
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Application: Cloud Storage

For file i:

Wrap

Unwrap

Puncturing tag

Wrapping key

Context

T, H

T

\{T\}
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Application: Cloud Storage

- **Wrap**: Wrapping key
  - Context: $T, H$
  - Puncturing tag

- **Unwrap**: $T, H$

- **Punct**: $T$
  - Puncturing tag
  - Context: $T$

For file $i$:
- Generate $\{T\}$

Diagram:
- User
- File
- Keys
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Application: Cloud Storage

For file $i$:
- Generate
- Encrypt

$\text{Wrap} \leftarrow T, H,$

$\text{Unwrap} \leftarrow T, H,$

$\text{Puncturing tag} \leftarrow T, H,$

$\text{Context} \leftarrow T, H,$

$\text{Wrap} \rightarrow [T]$
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Application: Cloud Storage

For file $i$:
- Generate
- Encrypt
- Sample $T_i$
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Application: Cloud Storage

- Wrap
- Unwrap
- Punc

For file $i$:
- Generate
- Encrypt
- Sample $T_i$
- Wrap $T_i, H_i$
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Application: Cloud Storage

- **Wrap**
  - Context: $T, H$
  - Wrapping key

- **Unwrap**
  - Context: $T, H$

- **Puncturing**
  - Tag: $T, H$
  - Context: $T, H$

For file $i$:
- Generate
- Encrypt
- Sample $T_i$
- Wrap $T, H_i$
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Application: Cloud Storage
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Application: Cloud Storage

Wrap

I want to delete file 1!

Unwrap

Puncturing tag

File 1 is deleted.
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#### Application: Cloud Storage

- **Wrap**
  - **Context** \( T, H \)
  - **Wrapping key** \( T, H \)
  - **Puncturing tag** \( T, H \)

- **Unwrap**
  - **Wrap** \( T, H \)
  - **Context** \( T, H \)
  - **Wrapping key** \( T, H \)

- **Punct**
  - **Wrap** \( T \)
  - **Context** \( T \)
  - **Wrapping key** \( T \)

#### Core Components
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#### Scenarios
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Application: Cloud Storage
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